ABSTRACT. Two-dimensional patterns are used in many research areas in computer science, ranging from image processing to specification and verification of complex software systems (via scenarios). The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we present the basis of a new formal representation of two-dimensional patterns based on contours and their compositions. Then, we present efficient algorithms to verify correctness of the contour-representation. Finally, we briefly discuss possible applications, in particular using them as a basic instrument in developing software tools for handling two dimensional words.
INTRODUCTION
The study of two-dimensional shapes is of wide interest. Applicability in pattern recognition, image processing, computer graphics and, more recently, in interactive computation demonstrates the need of a compact and steady model to handle two-dimensional objects. Contours-based representations are often used as they fit efficiency and simplicity requirements. Among them, chain-codes allow compression, without losing any information. The general idea is to encode the border of an image by a list of line-segments characterized by length and direction. The first chain-code representation is due to Freeman, 1961 [7] . It describes a curve by linking adjacent points by one of eight possible moves, corresponding to an i * 45
• angle, i = 0..7. Others encoding schemes, based on Freeman codification, have been proposed in [14, 13, 4] . Kaneko and Okudaira [13] obtained a high compression rate in coding geographic maps, using the property that a curve with gentle curvature is divided into long curve segments, each of which being represented by a sequence of two adjacent chain codes. E. Biribiesca [4] presented a formal language approach, specifying some algebraic properties of chain codes representing 3D curves.
We propose a chain code based on four directions, over rectangular grids. Each line segment in the boundary of a two-dimensional image is identified with a letter in the set {u, d, r, l} (u stands for "up", d for "down", r for "right", and l for "left"), followed by a number, denoting its length. Roughly speaking, a contour is a closed line formed by a list of connecting segments, starting at a particular point, surrounding a finite internal area; a contour is associated to a bi-dimensional shape by a left-handed traversal. A general 2-dimensional word is specified by filling the area delimited by a contour with letters form a given alphabet.
For (1-dimensional) words, a powerful representation is provided by finite automata, regular expressions, and Kleene algebras. The connection between Kleene algebras and finite automata [5] is well known and it provides a rich support for many others semantic 2 models of computation, including models of parallel systems as: tile systems [9] , Petri nets [8] , timed automata [1] , etc. A formalism for interactive parallel computation rv-IS (register-voice interactive systems) and a core programming language Agapia have been recently introduced in [16, 6] . They are based on finite interactive systems, a 2-dimensional version of finite automata. Using register machines and space-time duality, the formalism responds to the growing need of programming and reasoning about interactive systems. Its semantics is given in terms of scenarios, built up on top of 2-dimensional words.
The set of contours is enriched with a collection of composition operators. The obtained formalism allows defining a new type of regular expressions over 2-dimensional words n2RE [2] , similar to 1-dimensional Kleene formalism. Many interesting open problems naturally occurs in this new formalism n2RE. Here, we are dealing with the formal representation of contours and efficient algorithms for contour representation correctness.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we describe a formal representation of two-dimensional patterns based on contours and their compositions. Then, we present efficient algorithms to verify correctness of the contour-representation.
ARBITRARY SHAPES IN THE 2-DIMENSIONAL PLANE
2.1. Contours. A (pointed) contour is a closed, non-overlapping line on a rectangular grid, Z × Z, with a chosen start point, surrounding a finite internal area. Each of its segments will be represented using a letter from the set {u, d, r, l} (u stands for "up", d for "down", r for "right", and l for "left"), followed by a number denoting its length. A few examples of contours are shown in Fig. 1 .
A contour encloses disjoint interior components, linked via empty shapes as rrudll; the (sub)contours surrounding empty shapes and travelling into the internal area are named tunnels, while those in external areas are called bridges. A clockwise traversal determines the 2-dimensional area associated to a contour. The area on the east side of a u move is internal, while the one on the west is external. Similar conventions hold for r, d and l. Multiple surrounding of the same zone as well as infinite internal areas are forbidden.
Two contours are equivalent iff they enclose the same internal area, modulo translations. For instance, a different placement of the start point determines an equivalent circularly shifted representation. Two equivalent contours are rrdddllurulldrdlluuurr (shortly written as Fig. 1(a) ,(b). By (a) (b) (c) FIGURE 1. Contours filling the interior area of a contour with letters from a given alphabet one gets a general 2-dimensional word.
In preparation for the forthcoming formal definition of a contour, some more notations are needed.
Line segments: For a vertical line segment l = ((x, y), (x, y + 1)) (simply denoted as l = (x, y + 0.5)), we denote by l k C a predicate which is true if and only if the difference between 3 the "up" and "down" arrows of C passing over l is k; notice that k ∈ Z. A similar notation is used for horizontal line segments l = ((x, y), (x + 1, y)).
Cells: For a cell {(x, y), (x + 1, y), (x + 1, y + 1), (x, y + 1)}, represented by its center point c = (x + 0.5, y + 0.5), we denote by c A contour is well-defined if the set of interior cells Int(C) is finite and the intersection Int(C) ∩ Out(C) is empty. The precise definition is described below. In order to avoid overlapping, each internal cell is surrounded only once. For instance rdlurdlu in not a valid contour, while rdlu is. This shows why in the above definition |k| is restricted to be 1.
When deciding if a string represents a valid contour, it is useful to have a set of criteria dealing with contour segments, not with the cells. Indeed, inspecting all cells in the grid can be algorithmically inefficient. The equivalent definition in Prop. 2.1 below will be used by the next section algorithms to check if a contour is well defined. Finiteness of Int(C) is equivalent to conditions 2.1 and 2.2. Conditions 2.3 and 2.4 ensure that Int(C) ∩ Out(C) is empty. Proposition 2.1. Let lv (resp. lh) denote vertical (resp. horizontal) line segments of a string C ∈ {u, d, r, l} * enriched with a start point. Then, C represents a valid contour if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(closed line):
∀x : let y x = min{y ∈ Z : ∃l = (x + 0.5, y) such as l k C is satisfied for a k = 0}; if y x = nill then the corresponding l k C is true for a k < 0. for any pair l 1 = (x + 0.5, y 1 ), l 2 = (x + 0.5, y 2 ) of consecutive horizontal borders
Comments: Condition 2.1 says the number of left moves equals the number of right moves; and similarly for the vertical direction. By 2.2, the horizontal line segment with the lowest y coordinate (a line segment situated to the extreme south border) must be oriented left to right. This condition ensures the internal area be finite. For instance drul is not a valid representation, violating this condition. Equivalent presentations of this condition may be introduced using the other directions. Condition 2.3 has easy intuitive meaning: a contour has no repeated parsing on the borders of a non-empty internal area.
Finally, 2.4 says a contour has no self-intersection, except for tangential contact of disjoint areas, namely tunnels. Horizontal segments with unequal r/l passing, situated at the same x coordinate, must alternate r/l directions (i.e., the difference r − l is a sequence  −1, 1, −1, . . . or 1, −1, 1, . . . ) . This ensures each cell belongs either to Int(C) or to Out(C).
In Fig. 2 some examples of invalid contour representations are illustrated: (a) ldru, (b)
The contour in (a) is not representing a finite shape; the contour in (b) is passing the cell (1.5, 1.5) twice; the cells (1.5, 1.5) and (2.5, 1.5) belong either to the interior or to the exterior area of the contour in (c); finally, the contour in (d) is self-intersecting. Two edge-neighbouring cells are two cells which share a horizontal or a vertical edge. An edge-connected component is a maximal set of cells such that any two cells are connected with a path of edge-neighbouring cells, all from that component.
A (general) contour may be decomposed such that each of its edge-connected components is represented by a simple contour (used for its external border) and zero, one or more "inverses" of simple contours for its possible internal holes. This decomposition, called the The inverse of a string C over the alphabet {u, d, l, r} is obtained by replacing u/d/l/r with d/u/r/l, respectively. Fig. 1(c) , may be decomposed into two connected components and has the following normal form representation:
• the components: (a) {contour {r 9 d 7 l 9 u 7 } and holes {l 6 d 6 r 6 u 6 }, {ld 5 ru 5 }}; and (b) {contour {r 3 d 3 l 3 u 3 } and holes {ldru}}; • the information on the relative position of the internal holes in the surrounding contours given by connecting identities (not shown here). As illustrated by the example above, the normal form of a contour alternates the traversals of exterior and interior shapes. The only variation are the bridges/tunnels connecting simple contours.
2-dimensional regular expressions.
The set of well-defined contours is enriched with a binary composition operator ".": the result of composing C1 and C2 is the string C1 C2, provided this is a valid contour. This means, the contours are gluing together via the starting points used in their representations.
For a graphical example, notice that C1 . C2 below shows a valid composition, while C2 . C3 shows an example of composition leading to an invalid result (the result has overlapping areas). C1 C2 C3
C1 . C3 (valid) C2 . C3 (not valid)
Generic definition for restricted composition operators: Restricted composition operators are obtained from the following generic format. Suppose we are given:
(1) 2 words v, w; a subset Y of elements of the contour of v (the yellow elements in the figure below) ; a subset G of elements of the contour of w (the green ones); the subset B of actual contact elements after composing, as above, v with w via the points indicated by a little arrow (the blue elements). In the given example, a relation R making the restricted composition valid may be: G ⊆ Y ∧ G ⊆ B (after composition, all the elements in the green set are on the common border and included in the yellow set).
Example -A set of particular restricted composition operators 2RegExp: A line l = (x, y +0.5) is on the east border of a contour C if l k C holds for k = −1; equivalently, the cell (x − 0.5, y + 0.5) is internal, while (x + 0.5, y + 0.5) is in the exterior area. Similarly, a point p = (x, y) is on the south-east border of C if the cell c = (x − 0.5, y + 0.5) is in the internal area of C, while the other 3 cells around are in the external area of C. Bridges or tunnels are not be counted as borders.
Let us use the following notation: w for "west border", e for "east border", n for "north border", s for "south border", nw for "north-west point", ne for "north-east point", sw for "south-west point", and se for "south-east point". We denote by Connect their set {w, e, n, s, nw, ne, sw, se}.
On each of the above eligible glueing combination (x, y) ∈ Connect we put a constrain consisting of a propositional logic formula F ∈ P L(φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 , φ 4 ) , i.e., a boolean formula built up starting with the following atomic formulas: φ 1 (x, y) = "x < y", φ 2 (x, y) = "x = y", φ 3 (x, y) = "x > y", and φ 4 (x, y) = "x # y". The meaning of the connectors is the following: "<" -left is included into the right; "=" -left is equal to the right; ">" -left includes the right; "x # y" -left and right overlaps, but no one is included in the other.
For instance: f (e = w)g means "restrict the general composition of f and g such that the east border of f is identified to the west border of g"; f (e > w)g -the east border of f includes all the west border of g, but some east borders of f may still be not covered by west borders of g; etc.
We also use the notation φ 0 (x, y) = "x O y", where "O" means empty intersection. Actually, this is a derived formula ¬(φ 1 (x, y) ∨ φ 2 (x, y) ∨ φ 3 (x, y) ∨ φ 4 (x, y)).
Definition 2.2. (restricted compositions)
A restriction formula φ is a boolean combination in P L(F 1 , . . . , F n ), where F i are constricting formulas involving certain eligible glueing combinations (x i , y i ) ∈ Connect. A restricted composition operation (F ) is the restriction of the general composition to composite words satisfying F . A word h ∈ f . g belongs to f (F ) g if for all gluing combinations (x i , y i ) occurring in F the contact of the x i border of f and y i border of g satisfies F i . Iterated composition operators are denoted by * (F ), for a restriction formula F . 
ALGORITHMS FOR TESTING CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS OF SHAPES
In this section we presents two procedures for verifying the correctness of contour representations.
Dealing with cell criteria stated in Def. 2.1 may lead to inefficient algorithms. Basically, in order to decide if a given sting C ∈ {u, d, r, l} * is a valid contour, one has to determine the membership of each cell either to Int(C) or Out(C) by calculating the predicates c The following algorithms are based on the equivalent conditions in Prop. 2.1, dealing with contour segments. Testing if a contour is a closed line can be easily done in linear time; the main difficulty remains to verify conditions 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. P L(Atom) denotes the set of propositional logic formulas built up with atomic formulas in Atom. For typing reasons, the boolean operations "not", "and", and "or" are denoted by "!", "&", and "V", respectively. Fig. 3 and an example in Example 3.1. It takes as input the string denoting the moves along the contour to be verified; the stating point is set to (0, 0) (the contours are invariant to translations, so the starting point position does not matter). We first analyse the performance on dense contours, consisting in one edge-connected component. The average execution time, in milliseconds, for each set of valid dense contours is presented in Table 1 . The last column shows, in percent, the time of the 2nd algorithm compared to the 1st (the largest the contours, the better the 2st algorithm improvement).
The results obtained for sparse contours is summarized in Table 2 . Sparse contours are valid composites of small rectangular contours with identities of various length. It may be seen that better execution times are obtained with the 2nd algorithm in case of contours with large distances between components or with components represented with large segments.
Finally, results for composed contours mixing the above two sets are shown in Table 3 . The notation DENSEi/SPARSEi refers to the i-th line in the DENSE/SPARSE We mention that in both implementations, we stop when one of the conditions 2.2, 2.3 or 2.4 is not checked. Hence, for invalid contours, the performance my also depend on the start point, the place where the first self-intersection is placed, etc.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The known approach [8] to get regular expressions for 2-dimensional patterns uses intersection and renaming -see [12, 2] for some critics on using these operators. One of the [2] is that renaming and intersection are avoided, the setting being closer in spirit with classical 1-dimensional regular expressions.
SPARSE
Current hardware and software development, mainly driven by multi-core architectures and distributed computing technologies, bring forward the necessity to adapt sequential machine models to interactive computation. The results in this paper are steps of a program extending sequential computation models in this direction.
As future work we intend to prove a Kleene theorem for finite interactive systems and also to develop an associated algebraic theory, similar to automata theory. Possible applications of the model are: image processing and image recognition procedures, study of parallel, interactive OO-programs, modelling discrete physical or biological systems etc.
